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ABSTRACT 
The world-wide
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 web is rapidly growing day by day in all fields, mining the data from multiple websites is 
necessary to filter the relevant contents. Although many approaches developed for extracting the data, 
there were some difficulties found when using such tools. In this paper, we survey web data extraction 
and alignment process in two dimensions: record extraction and alignment. The first dimension explains 
the extracting data records from multiple query result pages automatically. The second one measures 
similarity between the data records for aligning the records by pairwise and holistically and then nested 
structure processing. We believe these criteria enhance the performance measures to check existing data 
extraction methods. 
 

I INTRODUCTION 
Online database, called web database, generates query result page relevant to user’s query in search engine. Web 
search engine needs to cooperate with multiple web databases to answer a user query. All web applications 
including web users need to co-operate with search engines is necessary. Such data from different web databases 
are either structured or semi-structured. It is important to drop the irrelevant data from result pages 
automatically for extracting data for user’s quick view. Data Extraction is the way to mine data from huge 
databases. Information extraction in web, mainly involves extracting information from structured data in web 
pages which includes non contiguous information. Obviously, the search engine consists of static as well as 
dynamic pages, static pages generally does not make any problems when display but dynamic pages have lots of 
issues. 
In this paper, we analyze the extraction and the alignment method in three tools namely DeLa, Viper and CTVS. 

II OVERVIEW OF EXTRACTION TOOLS 
In olden days the wrapper needs human knowledge for extracting the relevant item and it was unable to act 
automatically. Recently, methods developed for automatic extraction of records from huge web databases. In 
wrapper induction, extraction based on inductive learning since it has merits on extracting the data it needs 
human knowledge and lots of time consuming. This was under two major critical problems: continuous 
navigation and maintaining a wrapper when periodic changes occur. The Table [1] refers summarization of three 
tools efficiency to extract the records from the data regions. 
To solve existing tools problem, some learning methods proposed by researches such as DeLa [3], RoadRunner 
[5] for automatically extracting the web pages. 
DeLa [3] splits the data region into more subparts and they consider only the data region with largest subparts 
and discard the others and it entirely depends on tag structure. It calculates the similarity before the data records 
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are aligned in a manner, this leads to irregularity in making optional attributes. Moreover, this has good 
precision value when wrapping the records. 

Table 1 
Data Extraction Method Summarization 

 
Tools 

 
Nested Structure 

Processing 

 
Single Result Page 

 
Non-Contiguous Data 

Regions 

CTVS Yes Yes Yes 

DeLa Yes Yes No 

Viper No Yes No 

Viper [2] (Visual Perception-based Extraction of Records) is one of the methods which is able to extract and 
separate relevance of different repetitive information contents or patterns with respect to the user’s visual 
perception along with tags that are embedded with corresponding web page. It uses both human visual data 
perception value and the HTML tag structure to find rank and weight the patterns. Although Viper offers good 
results for single page, it does not handle when pages with nested structured data. CTVS handles nested 
structured data more efficiently than the Viper. 
ViNTs [4] is an another tool like Viper for extracting the data, it uses visual as well as non-visual features to 
rank and weight the relevance of different extraction rules but has some drawbacks. First, it depends only on 
major data regions where the data records are highly reported than the other pages. Second, web users needed to 
collect the training pages or labels from the websites. Third, it needs continuous navigating for periodically 
updating dynamic changes. In contrast, CTVS [1] (Combining Tag and Value Similarity for data extraction and 
alignment) requires neither training page nor a pre-learned wrapper. Table 1 [1] summarizes some 
characteristics of the extracting tools compared in CTVS paper. 

III SURVEY OF DIMENSION 
QRR Extraction 
DeLa (Data Extraction and Label Assignment for Web databases) automatically wrap the contents in a page 
using labels and put them into a table. DeLa extract the pages from the web with the help of HTML tags. 
Suppose a web page contains more than an instance, it assumes as a sequence of token and produces a rules or 
regular expression for each page. This leads to production of too many expressions for a single QRR. DeLa 
assumes a nested structure as a flat structure this leads to fail in accurate similarity calculation. And it is difficult 
to manage those rules in each instance. Label Assignment for each data value is upon some heuristics. It gives 
accurate data extraction and implementation of this tool is available now. 
In Viper, it considers both the user’s perception and HTML tags for extraction. It extracts only the contiguous 
page in a website and it fails to perform nested structure effectively. It follows three step processes for data 
extraction that is data preprocessing, data segmentation in visual basis and finally weighting the data regions 
after extract the region from the web page. It performs good data extraction but implementation is not available. 
In ViNT (Visual Information and Tag structure based Wrapper Generated) considers both the HTML tags and 
visual data for tag tree construction as like Viper.Fig.1[12] shows the ViNT architecture. The tool uses both the 
visual as well as non visual features for extraction. If the data records contain more than one region ViNT select 
the major one and discards the others. It needs user’s knowledge for collecting the training pages and labels and 
also needs continuous monitoring. 
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Fig. 1 ViNT Architecture 

In CTVS [1] (Combining Tag and Value Similarity for Data Extraction and Alignment), extraction is done in 
five steps.  

1. Tag tree construction 
2. Data region identification 
3. Record segmentation 
4. Data region merge 
5. Query result section identification 

It is a modal that combine tag and their corresponding value for data similarity calculation and according to that 
result it wraps the data from the query result pages. It constructs the tree first and identifies the data records 
from the QRRs then segments them into a table. It can handle the nested structured data records more effectively 
than the existing methods. CTVS process the non-contiguous pages from a website while the existing method 
does not do.  
 QRR Alignment 
Alignment is effective only when the nested structure processing is done before the data records are aligned. In 
DeLa, aligning the nested structure is happened after all the data records are aligned this tends to make 
vulnerability in selecting the optional attributes from the records. It falsely assumes flat structure for nested 
structured records and put all the records into a single parent node. This results in making hard to do aligning the 
records. 
In Viper, Multiple Sequence Alignment method is followed for aligning the data records. It aligns globally that 
is, it considers all the records for alignment once extraction is completed. It uses Suffix tree for global 
alignment. Viper fails to align the non contiguous page and gives poor performance for nested structure 
processing. 
In CTVS, alignment is done by three step process. First, Pairwise Alignment is for comparing a pair of QRRs to 
find the similarity and put them into a table for global alignment. Second, holistic alignment is for comparing 
the records globally from the result of pairwise alignment. Finally, nested structured processing is done 
effectively by specially designed data region identification and merging algorithm. 

IV OVERALL COMPARISON 
 Two set of evaluation metrics are used to compare the performance of the tools. The first is at the record level 
which includes, 
                 Precision  =   Cc / Ce 
                     Recall   =   Cc / Cr 
Where Cc refers to count of correctly extracted records, Ce refers to count of extracted records, and Cr refers to 
actual count of records. 
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The second is Page level Metric, namely, page level precision, 
Page level precision   =   Cp / Na 
where Cp refers to count of correctly extracted pages, and Na refers to count of all the pages 

Table 2 
Data extraction Performance for the AUXI   dataset 

 
AUXI data set 

 
Contiguous pages 

 
Non contiguous pages 

QRRs          510             543 

Method CTVS Vint DeLa CTVS Vint DeLa 

Extracted QRRs 506 502 503 530 432 437 

Correctly extracted 
QRRs 

499 486 479 510 418 415 

Record level precision 98.6% 96.8% 95.2% 96.2% 96.8% 95.4% 

Record level recall 97.8% 95.2% 93.9% 93.9% 77% 76.5% 

Page level precision 92.5% 90% 85% 85% 35% 37.5% 

Table 2 [1] shows performance of CTVS, ViNT, and DeLa over the AUXI data set. From the table, we see that 
performance of CTVS is higher than all the existing methods compared here. It shows higher precision for both 
contiguous and non-contiguous pages than the existing data extracting methods. 

V CONCLUSION  
In this paper, we survey extraction tools and compare their performance metrics for both contiguous and non-
contiguous pages. CTVS achieves higher precision than the existing methods. In general, all extraction methods 
follow ontology concepts for wrapping the user demanded information from the web.  Although DeLa and 
ViNT perform well on data extraction, they fail to cover the nested structure processing in most cases whereas 
CTVS is able to cover the nested structured pages in web. Viper has good performance results but it does not 
handles non-contiguous pages and as well as implementation is not available. All the tools mentioned here have 
same drawback that is, when a data region has more than one record they give priority to major one and discards 
the other records. 
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